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Reviewed by Elizabeth M. Brumfiel, Northwestern University Gender and Chinese Archaeology presents an introduction and 11 original studies that draw upon already published data. The authors are professors and graduate students of art history, Asian studies, anthropology, and history at the University of Pittsburgh. Their studies cover a 3500-year span, from the Neolithic Majiayao culture of northwestern China to the Shang, Zhou, and Han dynasties. Most of the chapters examine mortuary data, and most are concerned with the relative status of women and men and the sources of their equal or unequal status. I approached Gender and Chinese Archaeology with great interest, curious to know whether the engendered archaeology of an unfamiliar region from a nonWestern point of view would yield new and challenging insights. I came away somewhat disappointed-but also impressed by the potential of these scholars and their data.
As Gideon Shelach explains in his introductory chapter, the Marxist foundations of the People's Republic of China during the 1960s through the 1980s encouraged the study of ancient social structure, including family organization and the status of women. True, Chinese researchers accepted as given Engels' (1972 Engels' ( [1884 ) model of social evolution from matriarchy to patriarchy, accompanied by a decline in the status of women. And they also accepted that women throughout the ages were confined to the domestic sphere due to their biologically imposed roles in reproduction and child rearing. But within these limiting assumptions, debates could and did occur among Chinese archaeologists concerning the classification of particular cultures as matriarchal or patriarchal, the reconstruction of marriage systems, and the e¤ects of di¤erent gendered divisions of labor and property regimes on the status of women. This led in turn to methodological discussions of using archaeological house plans, burial practices, and ethnographic analogy to reconstruct ancient gender systems. Although Marxists presented stereotyped models of gender in ancient societies, they did produce relevant data and they did envision ancient societies that were significantly di¤erent from those recorded in historical documents.
With liberalization during the 1990s, Marxist approaches in Chinese archaeology were superseded by a nationalistic program that sought to recover the deep historical roots of Chinese culture. This nationalist program has tended to diminish the power of archaeology as an independent source of knowledge about the past because it projects onto prehistoric data the social and cultural institutions recorded in Chinese historical texts. The nationalistic program has produced less work on gender and a less careful formulation and testing of hypotheses about ancient gender systems. This volume, then, might have provided a timely return to the topic of gender, drawing on the strengths of earlier Marxist research and introducing new theoretical approaches of the scholars' own design or from outside sources. For the most part, this has not happened. While the 11 case studies presented in this volume are data rich, the analyses sometimes draw conclusions prematurely and at other times fail to explore the full implications of their findings.
Examining Majiayao culture (3300-2000 b.c.e.), Yan Sun and Hongyu Yang ask: Did this Neolithic culture evolve from a matrilineal society to a patrilineal/ patriarchal society with parallel increases in gender and social inequality? And were these trends intensified during the subsequent Qijia culture (2200-1700 b.c.e.) with the emergence of metallurgy? They examine 397 tombs from ten Majiayao and Qijia cemeteries. Looking at the relationship between tools and sex in single burials, they find two patterns. In half of the cemeteries, there is no consistent association of tool types with sex, either because no tools are present or because tools are the same for female and male burials. In the other cemeteries, some tools (stone chisels, adzes, knives, awls, arrowheads, and axes) are mainly associated with males and some tools (spindle whorls) are associated with females. Sun and Yang conclude that these two patterns show di¤erent attitudes toward gender, with some groups playing down gender di¤erences and some groups choosing to highlight them. They o¤er no explanation for this di¤erence, and they do not discuss the possible consequences of this di¤erence for gender relations outside of burial practices.
Looking at double burials, Sun and Yang observe a change from the Majiayao period, when both burials were given equal treatment, to the Qijia period, when males were placed in co‰ns and females were not or a male was buried in an extended position with an associated female in a flexed position facing him. Sun and Yang conclude that the earlier culture took a symmetrical approach toward gender, treating males and females similarly. In contrast, the Qijia culture was characterized by male dominance and female subordination.
The large number of burials analyzed in this study and the care in delineating burial patterns for women and men are admirable. On the other hand, the interpretations seem a little naive: Is privileged treatment in burial a reliable indicator of matrilineal or patrilineal descent? Is patriarchy a unitary phenomenon? In other areas of the world, archaeologists have developed various indices of gender equality and inequality, and they recognize that these di¤erent indices do not always coincide. For example, Crown and Fish (1996) found that high-status women in Hohokam society were advantaged in some ways (e.g., they had access to high-prestige spaces at the tops of mounds) but disadvantaged in other ways (e.g., their personal autonomy was limited by walls enclosing high-prestige domestic space). Rather than characterizing an entire society as matriarchal or patriarchal, archaeologists outside of China have begun to investigate the various dimensions of women's and men's well-being and to define what is gained and what is lost at each step of social change.
Jui-man Wu examines Late Neolithic burials at Dadianzi in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. She di¤erentiates between grave goods placed within tomb niches (said to reflect social status) and grave goods placed in the co‰n (said to reflect personal identity). Gender-associated di¤erences occur in both sets of grave goods. Eleven graves are defined as elite asian perspectives . 46(1) . spring 2007 because they contained rich burial goods and are located in close proximity to each other. In terms of gender relations, Wu claims that ''the social status of an elite female was closely related to that of the male buried in proximity to her'' (88).
This conclusion privileges male status: The data might as well indicate that the status of an elite male was related to that of the female buried in proximity to him. Wu admits to deciding which females were associated with which males by pairing the tombs in such a way that large, richly endowed graves containing females were matched with even larger and more richly endowed graves containing males. But what if the large, richly endowed female graves were associated with less impressive male burials? And even if the associations that Wu proposes are correct, couldn't well-endowed females be associated with well-endowed males because of the assets that the females brought to the association?
Ying Wang examines the rich tombs of four ladies at Anyang. Lady Jing was the highest ranking female, the only woman to have a tomb with ceremonial ramps. Her tomb also contained a heavy bronze vessel, many bone arrowheads and sacrificial victims. Lady Hao's tomb had bronzes commemorating her important family, and oracle bones recorded her military achievements. The woman in Tomb 18 has small inscribed bronzes and elaborate hairpins. And finally, a woman in the king's tomb, believed to be a sacrificial victim, was associated with the most elaborate headdress found in Anyang and other body ornaments. Lady Jing and Lady Hao are both named in the ritual calendar and thus were regarded as ancestors and the objects of o¤erings from royal descendents. However, the tomb of Lady Hao contained 499 carved bone hairpins, 28 jade hairpins, 33 other jade ornaments, and many of the 50 ritual bronze objects in the tomb were wrapped with luxurious silks. Wang concludes, ''Fashion must have played an important role in the gendered ritual performance of elite women'' (112). Yet, was this the display of a ''trophy wife'' or was this a display of Lady Hao's own wealth and power? Again, the former interpretation seems to be favored because historical accounts portray Chinese court ladies as the consorts of powerful kings. But the historical records might be biased: For ideological reasons, they might underplay the wealth and power exercised by women in royal courts and overemphasize their status as the passive ornaments of male agents. The archaeological data suggest that some women of the court were powerful individuals in their own right.
Yu Jiang examines 21 Western Zhou tombs at Baoji. Bone preservation in the tombs was poor, but the gender of the tombs' occupants was identified by inscriptions on bronze vessels. In one case, the second of a double burial was identified by the bronze inscriptions as ''er'' (i.e., ''the son''); however, the excavators decided that this burial belonged to a concubine because it was a part of a double burial, and it was accompanied by 24 hairpins but lacked horse trappings and bronze weapons and tools. Jiang provides no account of how a bronze inscribed to ''er'' found its way into a concubine's tomb. This seems like a classic case of slighting data that do not fit preexisting ideas about who received double burial in ancient China and what the proper contents of a male grave ought to have been.
Tsui-mei Huang shows great inventiveness in using the contents of female and male tombs to gauge the autonomy of the Jin state. She analyzes changes in bronze and jade artifacts from female and male tombs in three Jin state cemeteries in early and late Zhou times. In early Zhou times, men were buried with bronze vessels and bronze weapons and women were buried with ceramic vessels and jade ornaments. By late Zhou times, both men and women were buried with bronze ritual vessels, and ornamental jades were placed in both male and female graves. Since these patterns do not conform to the jade regulations for men and women listed in the Zhou Li (Book of Rites), Huang concludes that Zhou regulations did not apply to the state of Jin and that the Jin state exercised a degree of autonomy.
Ying Yong analyzes 19 elite joint burials in Jin cemeteries to see if the status of elite women equaled that of their husbands. In the tenth century b.c.e., the status of women was relatively high, and Zhou ritual regulations were not fully in e¤ect. Women were not regularly buried to the west of their husbands, they had more bronze than later women, and they were sometimes buried with small chariots. In the ninth century, men had fewer chariots and women had none, and both men and women were accompanied by fewer bronze vessels. In the early eighth century, the tombs of two women were larger than those of their husbands, but the number of bronze vessels continued to decline for both men and women. Although bronze was less plentiful, jade continuously increased from the tenth through eighth centuries, replacing bronze as the primary indicator of wealth and status. Women regularly had less jade then men, which is said to indicate their lower status and wealth. According to Yong, the declining number of bronze vessels suggests that ''Zhou ritual regulation became more rigid.'' But it is also plausible, as Huang suggests, that Zhou ritual simply became less popular and that jade was adopted as the local measure of status and wealth.
Xiaolong Wu gauges female and male status based upon 79 tombs at a commoners' cemetery in the fifth to third centuries b.c.e. at Maoginggou. This cemetery yields two burial programs; Wu suggests that one program was used by agricultural people and the other by pastoralists. In the graves attributed to pastoralists, males displayed wealth through animal sacrifice, pottery, weapons, and body ornaments. Females displayed wealth only through animal sacrifice and body ornaments. Using the correlation of wealth with age to measure achieved vs. ascribed status, Wu argues that males' wealth, which increased as a function of age, was achieved through their own e¤orts and that females' wealth, which did not correlate with age, was ascribed by marriage. But with only one young male burial in the burial sample, it is di‰cult to support the claim that the relationship of wealth and age was di¤erent for males and females. I wonder whether the male: achievement female:ascription conclusion was accepted on such slender evidence because it conformed to the male:active female:passive stereotype that pervades Western culture and, I suspect, Chinese culture as well.
Wu observes that the possible presence of agriculturalists and pastoralists in a single cemetery challenges ''the dichotomous worldview in traditional Chinese literature that sees the pastoral nomads in the north and the agricultural peasants in the south'' (231-232). Thus, Wu favors using archaeological data as an independent source of information about the past and not fitting it to the accounts provided by historical documents.
Jian-jing Li examines 118 graves at the Pengyang cemetery in the northern frontier area to reconstruct gender relations and the division of labor during the sixth through third centuries b.c.e. Earlier multiple secondary burials imply the importance of kinship as an organizing principle, with women and men enjoying approximately equal status. Later double burials suggest the importance of the individual family and male domination of females. Knives and arrowheads are associated with male burials; needles and spindle whorls are associated with female burials, suggesting a gendered division of labor. However, these tools are occasionally associated with members of the other sex, so the gendered division of labor was not absolute. In other areas of the world, archaeologists have considered the possibility that the presence of tools usually associated with females in burials sexed as males-or vice versamight mark the existence of third and other genders (Hollimon 1997; Weglian 2001) . However, Li does not explore this possibility.
Sheri A. Lullo analyzes historical change in the myths and depictions of the Queen Mother of the West during the Han dynasty to show how this figure was domesticated to reconcile it with Confucian ideals of social structure. In early myths and depictions, the Queen Mother of the West is an awesome, fearsome, and alien demonic figure, with a leopard's tail and tiger fangs, a companion of dragons, tigers, and snakes. Over time, the Queen Mother of the West becomes humanized, docile, and benevolent. She was paired with the King Father of the East, the male creator of order in the universe. This pair then served as a model for behavior desired by the Han rulers: a balanced, ordered world with female authority controlled and domesticated. This analysis will contribute to broader discussions of gender and the state (Gailey 1987; Joyce 2000; Silverblatt 1991) .
Tze-huey Chiou-Peng examines the size and contents of male and female tombs in the pastoral Dian society of Yunnan (350-50 b.c.e.) to gauge the degree of gender inequality and to establish the basis of di¤er-ential power. The tombs are labeled female or male according to their contents. Personal adornments and weaving tools identify female tombs; bronze weapons, implements, plaques, and horse gear identify male tombs. Twenty-five percent of the plaques depict male horsemen; according to Chiou-Peng, these plaques commemorate the use of horses in raids or cattle, sheep, goats, women, children, and tribute payments. Horse ownership and equestrian skill, Chiou-Peng claims, were important bases for male power. This interesting hypothesis rests upon limited archaeological data, but it is certainly amenable to further testing. The movement of livestock, women, and children though raiding could be confirmed through bone chemistry studies (Price et al. 1994a (Price et al. , 1994b White et al. 2001 White et al. , 2004 , while the movement of tribute payments can be traced through other methods of chemical composition analysis of ceramics and metals (Ciliberto and Spoto 2000) .
In the concluding paper of the volume, Penny Rode balances Chiou-Peng's examination of male status in Dian culture by examining the bases of female power. She focuses upon carved depictions of women that appear on the lids of shell containers found in female tombs. These scenes portray a dozen or so female figures engaged in weaving, accompanied by a larger female figure who does not herself weave. Rode suggests that these scenes depict textile workshops, supervised by elite women who derived status from their roles as supervisors rather than as actual participants in the work process. Rode further suggests that the status of women declined in Han times as imported silk replaced locally produced cotton textiles as status items and women's roles in supervising textile production diminished. Rode successfully suggests the existence of dimensions of the Dian economy resting on female labor not considered by Chiou-Peng.
While this volume is data rich, the analyses would be strengthened by greater familiarity with the gender and archaeology literature from other parts of the world. Such familiarity would sensitize the contributors to the pitfalls of androcentric interpretation and overdependence on historical and ethnographic sources, as well as the benefits of using multiple strands of evidence in reconstructing ancient gender systems. Surely this will happen as gender studies in Chinese archaeology mature. This volume is an important beginning; it lays a substantial foundation upon which to build.
